
Exness opens internship positions to undergraduate and postgraduate students 

 

Exness, a global, Limassol-based fintech company specializing in trading, has announced its 

summer internship program, open to all university students currently undertaking an 

undergraduate or postgraduate degree in a wide range of specializations. Specifically, the open 

internships are junior-level positions that are intended for different departments across Exness’ 

1400+ and growing global team.  

 

The internship program will have a duration of 8 weeks, from June 13 until August 19, 2022, and 

the selected interns will have the unique opportunity to work for a global company and gain 

experience in a range of large-scale projects. Additionally, they will be able to be mentored by 

world-class professionals and receive an Internship certificate which they will be able to add to 

their resume. During their 8-week internship, apart from the invaluable expertise, the interns will 

be able to enjoy Exness’ corporate benefits such as the corporate gym, corporate doctor, and a 

number of activities, both educational and entertaining.   

 

Students who are interested in applying can click here to find all available internship positions 

and send their application. Candidates will go through an interview process which will determine 

whether they will be selected. 

 

The last day to apply is May 15, 2022.  

 

Exness is a global multi-asset broker which uses a unique combination of technology and ethics to 

create a favorable market for traders and raise the industry benchmark. Exness’ ethos and vision 

revolve around the concept of offering its clients a frictionless trading experience, by bringing to 

life the financial markets in the way they should be experienced. Exness’ identity and 

commitment to the two worlds of technology and ethics, as well as its loyal client base which 

counts hundreds of thousands of active traders every month, are key drivers of the global brand. 

Today, Exness records over $2 trillion in monthly trading volume and has set its focus on a 

strategic expansion to new corners of the world. 

https://students.exness.com/

